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Abstract: The main objective is to design& implement control logic for a 4 level
elevator using a stepper motor. We had to study& understand types, operation
principles, applications of elevators, stepper motors &PLC controller. To demonstrate our design on real model, we had to integrate, build & test experimental
set shown on next fig. Using PLC leads to a cost effective & efficient system that
assuressafety&simplicitywithoutcompromising onquality. In addition to stepper
motor, we used Arduino mega2560 micro-controller/PLC board(shown below)
which has 54digital input/output pins (of which 14 can be used as PWM outputs
to drive the stepper motor), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs(hardware serial ports),
16MHz crystal oscillator, USB connection, power jack, ICSP header, & a reset
button. Other electric parts to be used are: DC-power supply, NO-push buttons,
7Segment display, limit switches, LEDs, wires&steel cable to carry the carriage.
After specifying all input&output signals needed to design control logic of the
system, Flow chart/SFC (Sequential Function Chart) was done. Using Arduino
Software, SFC was converted to program/code which was downloaded onto the
Control Board. To test the code, a simulation of full elevator control system was
made to run on PC (shown in next fig.). Both simulation& experimental model
were tested to prove that they satisfy all design requirements & I/O commands
as they were specified at start in the Flow Chart/SFC of the control logic.

Introduction: Elevators are normally powered by AC motors driving traction
cables/counter-weight systems like hoist or by pumping hydraulic oil to raise a
cylindrical piston like a jack. We used stepper motor (rather than AC motor) to reduce
tasks involved with controlling speed & direction of AC motor. Stepper motor has
advantage that position information is obtained from count of sent pulses thus
eliminating need for expensive position sensors & feedback controls. Due to good
control over speed &position, Stepper motors are used today in elevators since they
have a robust design, no brushes & a good speed control.
Project scope:This project aims at building control logic that takes commands from
users & acts on its own to enable operation of the elevator. It uses stepper motor and
Arduino mega 2560PLC controller to implement an elevator system.
Stepper Motor & Elevator Controller: It is responsible for coordinating all aspects of the
elevator services such as travel, speed, accelerating, decelerating, door opening speed &
delay, leveling & hall lantern signals. It accepts inputs (e.g. button signals) & produces
outputs (e.g.elevator car moving &door opening).Elevator control system has to do (the
minimum tasks): -To bring the lift car to the correct floor. -To minimize travel time.
-To maximize passenger comfort bysmooth ride. -Toaccelerate, decelerateat safe speed.
Microcontroller is used to send pulses to stepper motor drive. It controls both speed &
position of motor. Speed of motor depends on frequency of drive input pulses which is
controllable with microcontroller. Motor rotation is proportional to # of output pulses.
Microcontroller was preferred in project due to ease to connect with stepper motor to
allow sending control pulses. Pulses are not sufficient to drive motor thus we need to use
stepper motor drive which is better than semiconductor switches which requires firing
circuit. Unipolar stepper motor is used to reduced step angle & simplicity since there is
no need for reversal of current in unipolar drive for changing rotation direction.

Control Overview: The project is divided into 4 floors of equal distance: ground floor, 1st
floor, 2nd floor & 3rd floor. Stepper motor is connected to elevator lifting pulley with
belt. The pulley takes 2 full rotations to lift the elevator to cover distance from one floor
to another. The 7 segment displays following information; floor position of carriage &
whether its ascending or descending. External & Internal pushbuttons are used to select
the desired location for elevator. After reaching at destination floor after some time
delay, a green LED glows to represent opening of elevator door. Afterwards, a green
LED is turned off and a red LED glows to represent closing of carriage door.

Control problems in simple elevator

Design of Logic Control System: A number of actions are performed to ensure proper system
operation (as shown on next Flow Chart). Some points to be noted about the flowchart /SFC.
1-Elevator starts operating when power is turned on. 2-If it is at no use, elevator rest at last
floor serviced (last destination floor). 3-Elevator keeps checking for requests during waiting
time to ensure fast action of any request on any particular floor. 4-Carraige moves on each
level & checks for requests or destinations in same direction i.e. UPWARDS/DOWNWRDS.
5-Elevator keeps checking both 4th& ground floor to ensure reverse of directions on those
particular floors since they represent highest& lowest floors according to design scope (this
to ensuressafety). 6-Closing&opening of doors is automated using delays& in this case LEDs
(green&red)on simulation & indicate same on the model. 7-Request allows someone to get
into carraige& indicates direction while destination request allows user to select particular
floor of his interest. 8-Check on next floor happens when elevator is still on another floor.

